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NEWSLETTER 7 / JULY 2008
The linguistic diversity of the Réseau Art Nouveau Network is improving: after English
and French, the website is now available in Catalan and German!
Do not hesitate to subscribe your friends or colleagues on line to our Art Nouveau
newsletter and find the Réseau Art Nouveau Network actions and news on our
website: www.artnouveau-net.eu

RÉSEAU ART NOUVEAU NETWORK NEWS
As announced above, our website www.artnouveau-net.eu is now
available in Catalan and German! It will also soon be translated in Italian,
Norwegian and Slovenian.
You have probably noticed that our website structure has changed,
especially with a new presentation of Art Nouveau events; from now, you
will find two different sections: "network news" and "great international
events".

PARTNER
CITIES
Ålesund
Bad Nauheim
Barcelona
Bruxelles-Brussel
Budapest
Glasgow
Helsinki
La Chaux-de-Fonds
La Habana
Ljubljana
Łódź
Nancy
Provincia di Varese
Regione Lombardia
Reus
Rīga
Tbilisi
Terrassa
Wien

Know more

Following the launch of our multimedia presentation "Art Nouveau &
Society" in May in Bad Nauheim (Germany), here are the dates of the
next screenings of this presentation of Art Nouveau in Europe:

Aveiro: permanent screening at the new Art Nouveau museum
Glasgow: in July 2008 at the Lighthouse
Ljubljana:
screening at the National Gallery (to be confirmed)
Helsinki: from
May to August 2008 at the City Museum of Helsinki
Alesund: from
May to December 2008 at the Jugendstilsenteret
La Chaux-deFonds : in September 2008 at the Fine Arts Museum
Lodz : in
September 2008 at the Art Centre or at the Textile Museum (to be confirmed)
Barcelona : in October at the Hotel Casa Fuster
Bruxelles-Brussel : mid-October at the Musée du Cinquantenaire (to be
confirmed)
Nancy : launch on the 18th of October at the Musée Ecole de Nancy
(to be confirmed)
Terrassa : last semester 2008 at the Casa Alegre de Sagrera (to
be confirmed)
The proceedings of the Historical Lab of Bad Nauheim are now available
on line! The sixth Historical Lab of the Réseau Art Nouveau Network took
place on the 16th of May in Bad Nauheim on the topic "Art Nouveau: Healthy
in Body and Mind". To see lecturers' conferences, click on the link below.
See proceedings (French-English-German)
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ART NOUVEAU INFO IN PARTNER CITIES
At the occasion of the 100th anniversary of Joseph Maria Olbricht's
death, the Mathildenhoehe in Darmstadt organizes an international
conference on the 11th and 12th of July in order to promote the architect
among the general public and encourage researchers to study his work. Know
more
New ! A virtual and interactive walk "In Victor Prouvé's footsteps in
Nancy", created by the Musée Ecole de Nancy together with the TIC
department of the City of Nancy, has just been put online on the Ecole de
Nancy website.

Access to the walk

Know more

An exhibition entitled "Oriental fascination (1889-1915)" is shown in the
cityhall of Brussels from the 24th of June to the 28th of September. The
exhibition gather a special selection of Japanese prints from one of the
greatest oriental art collections in Europe and inspired works from around
twenty Belgian great artists.

Know more

The exhibition "Miran Kambič: Architecture in Photography" at the Tivoli
park in Ljubljana, displays 116 photos of Ljubljana's Art Nouveau heritage by
the photographer Miran Kambič until the 30th of July.
Know more
A new Georgian-English publication entitled "Art Nouveau in Tbilisi",
was published by the City of Tbilisi. This exhaustive guide indexes most of
Art Nouveau buildings in Tbilisi, with photos of the façades and a city map.
Know more

New leaflets about "Jugendstil in Bad Nauheim" were published in
German, French and English by the Bad Nauheim Stadtmarketing und
Tourismus GmbH.
Know more
Leaflet in German
English
French

An Art Nouveau festival "Bad Nauheim welcomes Russia" will take place
in Bad Nauheim from the 20th of July to the 2nd of August, then from the
6th to the 14th of September. Experience “Jugendstil” directly! Bad Nauheim
ties 2008 up to its florescence as the art nouveau bath for the international audience at the
turn of the 20th century. Especially famous Russian patients tarried and relaxed at the health
spa Bad Nauheim at that time. Highlight of these intensive German-Russian relations were
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the dedication of the Russian church 1908 and the six week lingering of the czar family.
Know more
A new website for the Cauchie House! In Brussels, the private house of the
architect Paul Cauchie is an exceptional example of Art Nouveau architecture
inspired from the Glasgow style. The website is available in French, English,
German and Dutch and tells the story of the house and gives additional
information about Art Nouveau in Brussels.
Visit the website

Release of the 11th issue of the CoupDefouet magazine, Barcelona
CoupDefouet is published by the Urban Landscape Institute of the Barcelona
City Council, which has the common commitment to find useful and efficient
mechanisms for the protection and promotion of Europe’s Art Nouveau
Know more

heritage.
See front cover

See table of contents

A Centre of Hungarian Art Nouveau was opened in Budapest in the Bedö
house (named after the owner). The main part of the centre is given over to
an exhibition of Tivadar Vad's Art Nouveau collection, Vad having been
collecting Art Nouveau furniture and applied arts objects for thirty years.
Know more

To discover visits, exhibitions and conferences about Art Nouveau around the
world, visit our agenda section where more than 150 events are listed !

Réseau Art Nouveau Network www.artnouveau-net.eu
Coordination Office: Horta Museum, 25 rue Américaine B-1060 Bruxelles-Brussel
Tel: +32-2-5430494 Fax: +32-2-5387631 a-s.riffaud@artnouveau-net.eu
This newsletter is issued every two months. If you do not wish to receive it in the future,
please let us know by return e-mail
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